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Expressing Opinion Worksheet 

1. Use the linking words/phrases from the list below to fill in the table that follows, as in the 

example.  

 

 

 

 

 

2. Underline the correct word / phrase, as in the example. 

1. It is argued / One reason that testing new drugs on animals is necessary before giving them 

to humans. 

2. In my view, we can all do something to protect the environment. For example / In addition, 

we can recycle newspapers and magazines. 

3. Taking holidays abroad is usually no more expensive that taking them in your own country. 

What is more, / However, it gives you the opportunity to experience other cultures. 

4. Secondly / Especially, regular exercise helps you stay in good health. 

 

 

1. To list points:  

 

 

2. To add more 

points: 

 

3. To introduce 

opposing viewpoints: 

 

4. To introduce 

examples / reasons 

 

5. To conclude: 

 

 

in the first place, also, for example, to sum up, moreover, firstly, although, to begin with, all things 

considered, such as, therefore, on the other hand, however, apart from this, in other words, in 

particular, for instance, in addition, because, taking everything into account,  furthermore, since, 

lastly, secondly, nevertheless, while  
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3. Read the following model about recycling and fill in the topic sentences given below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recycling – How Important Is It Really? 

Saving certain recyclable materials and taking them to recycling centers has become part of the 

daily routine in many homes. In my opinion, this should be encouraged for a number of reasons. 

 

          Our towns, rivers and seas are becoming more and more polluted with household waste. 

This could easily be prevented if people took the time to sort, save and recycle their rubbish. 

           Hundreds of thousands of trees are unnecessarily cut down to make paper products. 

Again by recycling the paper that we would otherwise throw away we could reduce this wastage. 

           They say that special machinery is required and that many people have to be employed 

to operate it, thus making recycling more expensive that simple waste disposal. They forget, 

however, that recycling both creates jobs and beneficial to the environment. 

All points considered, I strongly believe that people should be made aware of the benefits 

recycling can bring, and should be encouraged to participate in programs that will help create a 

cleaner world for everyone in the future.  

4. Read the topic sentences and suggest suitable supporting details.  

a).Television may have a harmful effect on young people. 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________  

b). Looking after the pet from an early age develops a person’s character. 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________  

a). Many people argue that the actual process of collecting and recycling materials is expensive and 

unnecessary.  

 b). To start with, it is very important for people to realize the damage that our rubbish is doing to the 

environment.  

 
c). Another important reason is that many forests are being destroyed due to the paper being wasted.  
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second viewpoint 

 and examples 

5. Read the paragraphs and arrange them in the correct order. Then label the paragraphs with 

the headings below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

restate  

opinion 
 

first viewpoint 

 and examples 

subject 

and opinion 

opposing 

viewpoints 

  

Furthermore, it is essential to have a good knowledge of English and Maths in order to find even 

the simplest job. Reading, writing and mathematical skills are the minimum requirements that most 

employers demand. 

 
On the one hand, it can be argued that Art and Music are just as significant as English and 

Maths. For instance, learning how to draw or play an instrument can introduce a child to a whole 

new world. In addition to this, subjects such as Art and Music can provide children with a well-

rounded education rather than just basic skills. 

 
All things considered, though, it seems to me that English and Maths are vital subjects. Without 

learning to read, write or do arithmetic, people may have difficulties coping with even the simplest 

tasks in daily life. 

 
In the first place, when you know how to read, write and do simple calculations, you have the tools 

required in order to deal with everyday matters. For example, being able to read and write can 

help you communicate and express yourself clearly. Moreover, you need basic maths for such daily 

chores as doing your shopping, paying your bills and managing your money.  

 
Isn’t it unfortunate that in today’s society there are so many people who cannot read, write or 

even do arithmetic. I strongly believe that, although subjects such as Art and Music are 

important, English and Maths are the most fundamental part of our education. 
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